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Security issues for some special large data, such as binary and image files, as well as video and audio files
and streams still require a special development, especially for the industrial database systems (Oracle, MS
SQL, DB2, etc). New encryption methods should be used additionally to traditional encryption methods and
other protection solutions, such as authentication, authorization, access control, security monitoring and audit.
The purpose of this article is to present the research results regarding information security and data protection,
as well as some practical aspects of the encryption by CrypTIM algorithm, developed by Prof. V. Ustimenko
in the last decade [Ustimenko V., Lecture Notes In Computer Science, 2001, 278, 2227]. This text additionally
proposes a practical utilization of the Model Driven system design for large objects (LOB) encryptions within
a database, used to store some special large binary files, such as images, sound files, movies, special binary
files in order to improve maintenance and data protection. Novel problems and trends in providing security
against criminal activities in the current Cyberspace are analyzed.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Security problems and data protection

For the last decade we can see a strong interest to the data protection in corporate information
systems. And this interest grows, especially following each new scandal dealing with financial or
corporate data leak. Let us consider just a few cases:

1. 160 laptop computers were lost or stolen in less than four years from FBI, including at least
10 that contained sensitive or classified information [2].

2. A backup computer file containing information on almost half a million of Talvest Mutual
Funds clients has gone missing. The missing data was in a file that disappeared “while in
transit between the offices”. The file had personal and financial details on current and former
clients of Talvest Mutual Funds, which is a CIBC bank subsidiary in Canada. The information
may have included client names, addresses, signatures, dates of birth, bank account numbers,
beneficiary information and/or Social Insurance Numbers [3].

3. The data security breach happened on the network of CardSystems Solutions. The program
captured credit card data. The CardSystems breach follows several high-profile data loss
incidents that potentially exposed American consumers to identity theft, including the loss
of CitiFinancial tapes containing unencrypted information on 3.9 million customers. More
than 40 million credit card accounts were exposed by the breach. About 22 million of those
are Visa cards and 13.9 million are MasterCards. The remaining accounts were linked to
other brands, including American Express and Discover [4].

We can continue the list of security leaks, breaches, scandals etc. for many pages. Almost every
week we have new reports about similar security problems. Every year “unbreakable informa-
tion systems” are broken and almost every information system and any technology have security
vulnerabilities, connected with potential information leaks. Moreover, the organized crime in the
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Cyberspace is winning the Internet security war. Specialists warned at the world’s foremost gath-
ering of computer hackers in Las Vegas in August 2006: “The online peril is no longer brilliant
young social outcasts penetrating networks for notoriety; it is international crime rings swiping
billions of US dollars with keystrokes and malicious computer codes”, cyber cops agreed [5]. That
is a real situation with information system security and data protection.

1.2. Information security engineering and data protection integration into a model-driven
software development process

One of the goals of this article is to investigate the information security engineering and data
protection integration into a model-driven software development process, reducing the gap between
security analysis and the integration of reliable information system security and data protection
mechanisms, security models and systems design models integration. This text is an attempt to
help incorporate information security and data protection topics into database management, SW
engineering and other Computer Science courses taught at colleges and universities, and introduce
the information security and data protection methods at the modelling level within SW engineering
and design.

2. Information systems security and data protection model driven approach

Possible solutions for information security and data protection in GIS as well as in Database
Management Systems for large binary objects on the Oracle 9i DBMS were investigated in [6–9] and
[10]. The investigation of possible solutions of data protection for the GIS systems was performed
at different levels, including data encryption by traditional and new algorithms within DBMS. Our
results were presented at international conferences [6–8] and [9], in journal publications [10] as well
as in a MSc research work at the University of the South Pacific, Fiji.

A lot of interesting papers related to data protection and information security have been publi-
shed in the recent few years. Some of them suggest new approaches to the improvement of informa-
tion system and data protection. Highly complicated security of the n-tier multi-component systems
can be drastically improved by implementing an appropriate encryption technology at a low data
protection level and by implementing a Model Driven Security approach to building secure systems
by specifying system models along with their security requirements and using the tools in order to
automatically generate system architectures from the models, including complete, configured ac-
cess control infrastructures [11]. Paper [11] proposed a general scheme for constructing languages
that combines the languages for system modelling with languages for security modelling. The mod-
els in the combined languages permits to automatically generate access control infrastructures for
server-based applications, built from declarative and programmatic access control mechanisms. A
UML-based approach is presented in [12], which could be utilized for the n-tier architecture and
some special data storage systems solution [9]. The feasible architecture included a client tier in
which user services resided, where the client tier was represented by a Web browser or wireless
device (thin client), and either Web browser with Java applets or ActiveX components or a Java
application (thick client) [13,14]. The middle tier was divided into two or more subsystems (or lay-
ers) with different functions and security features, including SSL encryption, authentication, user’s
validation, single-sign logon server, and digital signature. Web services perform specific applica-
tion functions, and special queries, and can be integrated as a part of the middle-tier application
server [15].

In order to transform the already discussed deployment architecture [9] into UML deployment
models, we should use the developed UML approach for Access Control Infrastructures analy-
ses in [11] and UML models for information systems performance analyses in [16]. The primary
model represents the basic functionality without any security mechanisms. The components of
a web-system are logically divided into three tiers: a) a set of emulated web browsers (EB), b)
web tier including Web Servers, Image Servers and Web Caches and c) persistent storage [16].
Figure 1 presents a general UML deployment diagram of the feasible Information System, inves-
tigated in the [9]. The UML model has a transition from 3-tier architecture to 4- and n-tier and
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Figure 1. A general UML deployment diagram of the feasible Information System.

encryption implementation for all data transmission, as an important part of security solution. The
UML diagrams implementation in our research gives a valuable tool for the security performance
investigation and appropriate security implementation by a Model Driven Security [11] implemen-
tation, where designers specify the system models along with their security requirements and use
tools in order to automatically generate system architectures from the models, including complete,
configured access control infrastructures. From the models, the access control infrastructures for
server-based applications can be automatically generated, built from declarative and programmatic
access control mechanisms [11].

Figure 2. An example of scenario GetInformationPage with extra encryption implementation
and time delays.

The next UML diagram in figure 2 shows an example of scenario GetInformationPage with
extra encryption implementation and time delays for the encryption/decryption of the information,
compare with [16]. In accordance with our research, the encryption/decryption process can be the
most consumable part of a system performance and can create very high workload for the data
processing. Encryption should be used within n-tier information systems architecture for different
purposes of protection [6,9]. The first purpose of such protection is encryption of a user’s identity for
authentication and authorization services. For a typical case at present, this relies on the transport
layer for security via the SSL protocol, which also provides data integrity and strong authentication
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of both clients and servers. SSL provides message-level security and non-repudiation. The second,
encryption can be used for the protection of large binary data, such as images, video and audio,
in transit. There are a few solutions for protecting Web-based data in transit over the Internet.
These solutions include virtual private networks (VPNs) for secure point-to-point connectivity or
SSL layer. The third, cryptography can be used to encrypt sensitive data stored on a data storage
system [6,9], including caches. Special cryptography software on a server can be applied for these
purposes. Security on a thick client can be implemented by using the categories of protection
similar to thin client and the elements of security infrastructure.

A RDBMS is a core system in any organization or should be a core system, and as was dis-
cussed in [9] has got a powerful mechanism for storing different types of information with different
access rights and sophisticated security solutions. Every year new products emerge on the mar-
ket, which raise the possibilities to utilize legacy RDBMS for a critical data storage. The data
encryption can significantly degrade the system performance and application response time. In our
previous publications [6,9,10] we investigated the Oracle 9i DBMS OBFUSCATION.TOOLKIT
with a comparison to new CryptTIM algorithm [10]. The performance for large data was relati-
vely slow, because we used loops in the encryption/decryption implementation. The new CrypTIM
version implementation uses a linear approach and is supposed to give a much faster performance,
acceptable for implementation in industry.

2.1. Large oracle object encryption

Special approaches were developed using encryption for large files in Oracle. To encrypt LOB
data objects, the procedure splits the data into smaller binary chunks, then encrypts and appends
them to the LOB object back. Once the encrypted binary data have been allocated into LOB
segments, they were decrypted by chunks and written back to BLOB object. For the read-only
binary data, additional LOB object once encrypted should always be kept. This saved time for
encryption procedure during log off. The decrypted binary data were simply replaced by read-only
encrypted data in the main permanent storage during log off.

As was already discussed in [10], the encryption/decryption time has linear correlation to the
file size. Roughly it takes about 60 seconds for 51 KB file encryption within 16 byte length password
by using PL/SQL functions, and for 1MB – about 17 minutes. By utilizing two core multi-processor
workstations and Java programming language for the encryption/decryption functions, encryption
time was further decreased many times. This permits to use the CrypTIM algorithm for practical
implementation in industries.

3. Conclusion

N-tier architectures and Web Services are making the application layer more complex and
fragmented, but Information Technology security and data protection problems are a real challenge
to the current system development. The one solution to a better security and protection lies
in applying the Model Driven Security approach as well as UML to building secure systems by
specifying system models along with their security requirements and using the tools to generate
system architectures from the models, including complete, configured access control infrastructures,
as well as the security framework to all subsystems and components of n-tier system. On the other
hand, to protect the data within an information system, a reliable encryption, such as CrypTIM,
RSA, etc. has to be implemented on all information system layers and within a DBMS.

Furthermore a disadvantage of any security and data protection system is its low performance,
which has to be investigated and monitored at all the levels of a system design and development.
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Iнформацiйна безпека та захист даних в рамках RDBMS

Ю.Хмелевський

Факультет комп’ютерних наук, Коледж Оканаган, Канада

Отримано 31 сiчня 2008 р.

Аспекти безпеки деяких спецiальних даних великого об’єму, таких, як бiнарнi, вiдео та аудiо файли

i потоки, досi потребують уваги i спецiальних дослiджень, що, зокрема, стосується iндустрiальних

баз даних (Oracle, MS SQL, DB2 та iншi). Новi методи кодування повиннi додатково використову-
ватися разом з традицiйними методами та iншими засобами безпеки, такими, як аутентифiкацiя,
авторизацiя, захист доступу, монiторинг i аудит рiвня безпеки. Метою публiкацiї є огляд дослiджень

з iнформацiйної безпеки та захисту даних, а також – практичних аспектiв кодування за алгоритмом

Cryp TIM, розробленим проф. Устименком за останнє десятирiччя. Ця публiкацiя пропонує практи-
чне використання модельно-рухомої системи, створеної для кодування великих об’єктiв (LOB), що

розмiщенi в базi даних для зберiгання деяких спецiальних файлiв, таких як зображення, аудiо файли,
фiльми, спецiальнi бiнарнi файли, – для покращення можливостей користування та пiдвищення рiв-
ня безпеки даних. Розглянуто новi проблеми та напрямки в забезпеченнi захисту вiд кримiнальних

дiй в сучасному глобальному iнформацiйному просторi.

Ключовi слова: криптографiя з приватним ключем, цифровий потiк, кодування на основi графiв
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